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Copyright, sharing, and attribution notice
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
Unported License. To view a copy of this license, please visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

This license allows you:
I

to share - to copy, distribute and transmit the work

I

to adapt - but you must distribute the new result under the
same or similar license to this one

I

commercialize - you are allowed to create commercial
applications based on this work
attribution - you must attribute the work as follows:

I

I
I

“Portions of this work are the copyright of ConnectMV”, or
“This work is the copyright of ConnectMV”
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We appreciate:
I

if you let us know about any errors in the slides

I

any suggestions to improve the notes

I

telling us if you use the slides, especially commercially, so we
can inform you of major updates

I

emailing us to ask about different licensing terms

All of the above can be done by writing us at

courses@connectmv.com
If reporting errors/updates, please quote the current revision number: 268:adfd
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Outline

1. Some definitions and examples as background
2. Classical classifiers
3. 3 latent variable classifiers, with a case study
4. Judging a classification model
5. Case studies
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Examples of classification
A periodic table classifies the elements
I into groups (columns)
I

I

entries in a column have similar configuration of outer electron
shells (halogens: F, C`, Br, I, ...), and similar behaviour

into periods (rows)
I

entries within a row have same number of electron shells
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Examples of classification
Counterfeit detection of drugs
I

Require a quick method to answer: “counterfeit” or “real” ?

I

Uses the Raman spectral signature measured on the
compound

I

Step 1: first identify the compound
Step 2: have a library of “real” and “counterfeit” profiles to
compare to

I

I

Method must allow for the possibility of a new, unidentified
“counterfeit”

More details in the readable paper “Detection and chemical
profiling of medicine counterfeits by Raman spectroscopy and
chemometrics”
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Examples of classification: Kaggle Competitions

Competitions current running:
I

“Give Me Some Credit”: predict if client will experience
financial distress in the next 2 years

I

“Don’t Get Kicked!”: predict if a car purchased at auction is
a kick (bad buy)

I

“Stay Alert!”: detect whether driver is alert or not using
vehicle, environment and driver data acquired while driving.

I highly recommend reading forums on closed competitions to see
the techniques used.
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Medical classification
There are serious consequences for incorrect classification in the
medical and legal areas.
Medical classification:
I Many diagnostic tests use more than one input: blood, urine,
X-rays, and other measured factors to make a decision
I Another example:
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Electronic nose for TB detection

New Delhi-based International Centre for Genetic Engineering and
Biotechnology:
I

Aim to develop a handheld device to detect TB by 2013

I

Detect tuberculosis from biomarkers in breath

I

Reduces the cost, and waiting for diagnosis, faster treatment
and lower transmission of the disease

I

Current procedure: analyze spit sample coughed up from the
lungs

I

Other breath signatures: lung cancer, pneumonia, multiple
sclerosis
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Other interesting classification examples
I

Automatic detection of spam vs non-spam (“ham”)
I
I
I

I
I

appearance of certain words: “business”, “free”, etc
capitalized words
punctuation and symbols, such as: ! # ( $ ;

Drug tests for sporting events
Canada Revenue Agency divides taxpayers into 6 classes
according to certain features
1. Law abiders: female, 65 years+, less educated, retired
2. Altruistic compliers: 45-64 years, married, work full-time,
university educated, incomes over $100,000
3. Rationalizers: oldest, least-educated, lowest-income, male,
retired, living in Quebec, born in Canada
4. Underground economy: female, under 30, single, students,
Ontarians, born outside Canada, household incomes over
$100,000, more educated
5. Over-taxed opportunists: female, work full-time,
Ontarians,report paid employment
6. Outlaws: second least-educated, second lowest-income group,
under 30 years of age, male, self-employed.
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Classifying painters
I

57 paintings for each: Van Gogh, Monet, Pollock, Kandinsky,
Rothko, Dali, Ernst, and de Chirico

I

Pixels cropped to 600 × 600 region
Extracted 4027 numerical descriptors for each image:

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

edge and shape statistics
textures
histograms
Fourier transform, Wavelet transforms, and others

Obviously many columns are correlated, many are useless
Found surprising similarities, not normally considered by art
critics
I

e.g. Van Gogh and Jackson Pollock

Read more about the study
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Definitions

Class: a group of observations that are coherent in some way
(belong together)
Class label: text, or numeric indicator that tell which class the
observation belongs to. For example:
I

“No” = 0, “Yes=1”

I

“Good”, “Adequate”, “Bad”

Classification model: at a minimum, when given K measured
values for a new observation will tell which class a new observation
belongs to. Hopefully the model can do more than this.
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Definitions
Unsupervised classifier: the model does not use class labels
Supervised classifier: the classification model has access to the
class labels when building the model. The model is “taught” to
classify between the different classes.
For example:
I
I

unsupervised: babies recognize familiar faces soon after birth
supervised: reading and writing must be learned – cannot be
acquired in an unsupervised manner

Pattern recognition: often used as a synonym for classification
Machine learning: also a synonym for classification, but also
includes continuous Y -variables.
I training (model building)
I generalizing (predictions from new observations)
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Objectives for classification
We usually have one or more of these objectives in mind when
building classification models. Take the taxpayer example:
I How many groups do we have in our data?
I

Let the data naturally cluster

I

What are the characteristics within each class (group)?

I

What separates one class from another?

I

For a new observation (person): which class do they fall in?

I

Should there maybe a new class if we can’t classify an
observation?

We can ask the same questions for classifiers developed on
chemical processes, e.g. raw materials.
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Data requirements for classification

I

We require K measurements from 2 or more classes to build
the models

I

We test class membership for a new observation based on its
K values

Illustration inspired by Wold’s paper: “Pattern recognition by means of disjoint principal components models”
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Data set we will use to illustrate ideas: Italian olive oils
K = 8 fatty acids found in
the lipid fraction of
N = 572 Italian olive oils.
The oils are from G = 3
regions:
1. Southern Italy (North
and South Apulia,
Calabria, Sicily)
2. Sardinia (Inland and
Coastal)
3. Northern Italy
(Umbria, East and
West Liguria)

Data source: Forina et al. (1983), “Classification of olive oils from their fatty acid composition”.
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Strategy for this section

For each method we will look at how we:
1. building the model
2. learning from the models
3. using the model on a new data point to classify it as:
I
I
I

belonging to one class
belonging to another class
belonging to a new, unknown class

4. relative advantages and disadvantages
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Methods we will consider

Unsupervised (no teacher)
1. PCA

Supervised (teacher)
1. SIMCA: Soft independent
models for class analogy
2. PLSDA: PLS discriminant
analysis

I

I

We rely on the data to
separate itself
Human decides where the
class boundaries go

I

student is the model

I

teacher is the objective
function

I

training is building the
model to make the correct
predictions
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Unsupervised classification: PCA
Building and Learning
I
I

Build a single PCA from all data
Observe clustering in the scores
I

I
I

use different colours/shapes for
each class
look at all score combinations
(same idea as masking in score
images)

I

Use group-to-group contributions

I

Use loadings plots to understand
separation

I

Screen for non-class members in
SPE
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Unsupervised classification: PCA
Using the model on a new observation
1. Use the score space to decide which class a new observation
lies in
2. Use SPE to identify non-class members
Why classification works with PCA:
PCA just explains variance. We get a classifier if those directions
of variance also happen to separate observations into clusters.
Reasonable to assume observations within a class are similar (they
will cluster together).
More likely to happen if clusters are relatively “tight” and separate
from each other.
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Unsupervised PCA example
Previous class: we looked at Jay Liu’s steel appearance work. He
extracted 15 wavelet texture features from each image

I
I

PCA on the 15 features show good, natural separation into
the 4 categories: Excellent, Medium, Good and Bad
Separating lines are added manually
©ConnectMV, 2011 21

Unsupervised classification: PCA
Advantages and disadvantages
I Number of clusters gives an indication of number of classes
I Loadings help explain why classes differ from each other
I One model to explain everything: not very accurate always
I Modeller must decide on the class boundaries
I If too many classes: hard to find the boundaries with low error
I So we add extra components to help discriminate, but ...
I Dis: Can be tough to see if boundary is across more than 2
score directions
I Adv: Manual boundaries allow us to take soft-constraints
regarding misclassification into account
I

Misclassifying observation “A” as
“B” is more costly/life-threatening

I

Make the boundary conservative for
class “B” and wider for class “A”
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PCA classification example
This company combines monitoring with an unsupervised classifier

Current operation is too close to the boundary for comfort ... move
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PCA classification example
Operator can quickly confirm the process change was successful

Background dots (G, R, B) are historical good data for 3 grades
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PCA classification example
Operators use it to check the settings for the desired grade

Slight overlap between red and blue grades is expected and known.
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Supervised classification: SIMCA

I

Called SIMCA

I

Soft Independent Modelling of Class Analogy
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Illustration of the SIMCA principle

Illustration based on Wold et al., 1984
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SIMCA

Soft Independent Modelling of Class Analogy: why it works
I

Objects within a class are similar to each other (analogous)

I

We have an independent model for each class

I

The soft descriptor means an observation may be classified in
the future as belonging to more than one class

It is a supervised classifier, because we use the class information to
build “the model”.
Actually “the model” is a sequence of PCA models
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How to use SIMCA on a new observation

For each PCA class model (i.e. the g th model):
g

I

Preprocess: xnew,raw −→ xnew

I

Project to get scores: t0new = x0new Pg

I

Calculate the T 2 value. Below limit?
Calculated predicted b
x0new = t0new P0g

I
I

Calculate SPE from e0new = x0new − b
x0new . Below limit?

Usually we focus only on the SPE’s
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Cooman’s plot
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SIMCA: advantages and disadvantages
I

Learning: understand relationships between variables of a
class: loadings, VIP

I

Each class can have different number of components

I

We can add a new class later on without rebuilding previous
models

I

Detect outliers within each class by using SPE and T 2

I

Dis: Hard to interpret why the classes separate
Dis: What if two or more classes claim new observation i?

I

I

Implement a voting scheme

I

Could weight the votes in proportion to

I

SPElim
g

SPEi
SPElim
g
= SPE limit from model for class g
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Supervised classification: PLS-DA

I

Just an ordinary PLS model with a special Y-space

I

Main characteristic of the Y-space?
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Supervised classification: PLS-DA

Why it works:
I

PCA is one model – its objective is not to separate groups

I

What if we re-orient the latent variables to separate groups!

I

Create the orthogonal Y-space to “encourage” model to
discriminate
Recall the 3 objectives of PLS:

I

1. Best explanation of the X-space
2. Best explanation of the Y-space
3. Maximize relationship between X- and Y-space
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Using the PLSDA model on a new observation
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Preprocess: xnew,raw −→ xnew
Project to get scores: t0new = x0new W∗
Calculate the T 2 value. Below limit?
Calculated predicted b
x0new = t0new P0
Calculate SPE from e0new = x0new − b
x0new . Is SPE below limit?
0
0
0
Calculated predicted b
ynew = tnew C
0
Note that b
ynew is a vector: a prediction for each class
Example: let G = 4, and predict
observation belonging to class 3:
I

Ideal prediction:
b
y = [0, 0, 1, 0]

I

In practice:
b
y = [−0.2, 0.4, 0.92, 0.1]
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Where do the boundaries go?

The class boundaries may be drawn:
I

in the score space, and

I

in the model predictions for b
y

You will likely require both boundary types, especially in
multi-class classifiers.
Optimal boundary locations along b
y axis can be found via a
cross-validation, or “by eye”
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Learning from a PLSDA model
One of the most powerful advantages we get from a PLSDA model
I

interpreting the loadings

I

interpreting coefficients for each class in y

I

summarizing many loadings with a VIP plot

Take a look at olive oil example
These 3 plots show us which X-matrix features are
I
I

important to separate classes
can move you from one class to the other
I

e.g. your product vs you competitor’s product
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Advantages and disadvantages of PLSDA

I
I

Good model interpretations
Anecdotally: PLSDA struggles with 5 or more classes
I
I

I

Use tree-based hierarchical models
Use multiple PLSDA models (next)

A single observation can be classified into more than one
category (soft classifier)
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Multiple classes
If we have 3 or more classes we have some flexibility.
Let G = number of classes. For G = 3: A, B, C
1. One PLSDA model on all G classes (rarely works if G > 4)
I

Use predictions and scores

2. Build G PLSDA models: one-vs-rest
I
I
I

A vs B+C
B vs A+C
C vs A+B

3. Build
I
I
I

G (G −1)
2

binary PLSDA models

A vs B
B vs C
C vs A

All 3 options allow an observation to belong to more than one
class. Use a “voting scheme”.
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Interesting ways to use classification models
I

Build on model on your product and the competitor’s product.
What information do you get from:
I
I
I

I

Customer complaints:
I
I
I

I

I

Loadings from an unsupervised PCA model
Coefficients from a PLS-DA
SIMCA models on the two classes of observations
let 0 = number of complaints below a particular threshold
let 1 = number of complaints above a particular threshold
let X contain variables such as raw material properties,
measurements from your process, etc and interpret VIP and
coefficient plots from PLSDA
Could also use y =number of complaints in an ordinary PLS.
How would this be different from PLSDA?

Customer tracking
I
I
I

Websites track plenty of information about your visit
At the end: 0=did not buy and 1=bought product
What can we learn from the weights in PLSDA?
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Proper validation of a classifier
A classification system often consists of more than one LV model.
For each model we must
I

decide on number of components for each model

I

set decision boundaries in the scores

I

set decision boundaries on the ŷ

I

suitable limits (e.g. 95% or 99% limits) to discriminate

With all these free parameters, it is easy to overfit.
Consider using 3 data sets:
I

model building data with cross-validation to choose A

I

a testing set to find suitable boundaries (scores, ŷ , SPE limits)

I

a validation set to test performance
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Proper validation of a classifier

As Bro points out in the paper on “Some common
misunderstandings in chemometrics”:
I

build model on K = 50 totally random variables

I

randomly assign class labels (e.g. A and B) to different rows

I

Build a PLSDA model

I

You will see near perfect separation

I

But testing with a validation set will show the poor model
performance
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Judging performance of classification model
The usual measures of judging
prediction performance are not
suitable for classifiers:
I

R 2 and Q 2

I

RMSEE and RMSEP

They give approximate
information, but are generally
useless for comparing your
various iterations as you build a
classifier. Yet most software
packages only provide this
output.
For example, does RMSEE mean
anything in the figure here?
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Better performance metrics

I

Receiver operating characteristic (not a single number)

I

AUC (has shortcomings)

I

Matthews correlation coefficient is supposedly one of the best1

1

©

Not used it myself ... students with classification projects should use all 3
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ROC and AUC

Will be explained on the board, time permitting
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Classification using image data: a case study
Oats are harvested with their hulls
intact
The fibrous hulls are removed (not
pleasant to eat) when used for human
consumption
Detection of hulls is very difficult by the
human eye. Can we automate it?
Groats

Oats

Objective
How to use image data to make a classification and monitoring
system
The illustrations and figures in this section are from Emily Nichols’
©ConnectMV, 2011 45
Masters thesis – used with her permission.

Process conceptual flowsheet

I

Grade A groats have no/little oats

I

Severe hulling will remove hull, but also break groats

I

Conservative hulling: more hulls left intact
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Data acquisition
Aside
Previous studies showed colour images not able to reliably classify
oats from groats (misclassification rate of 0.6% is too high)
NIR has been used by the Canadian Grain Commission since 1975
for wheat. Let’s apply it to oats.
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Data acquisition for online use

I
I
I

Acquires a single “line” of image data, 125 pixels wide
Acquires 110 wavelengths in the NIR range: 900 to 1600 nm
©ConnectMV, 2011 48
As many lines can be captured as needed

Data acquisition for this case study

I
I

125 × 500 × 110 ≈ 26 Mb per image, at double precision
Unfolded image for PCA: N = 125 × 500 = 62500; K = 110

There was a calibration procedure to account for:
I non-uniform lighting
I bad pixels in the CCD
See thesis for details.
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Example of NIR spectra

Samples spectra at evenly spaced pixels in the (x, y ) spatial
direction
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Sample of the MIA training data: colour images

NIR data was used to build model. The RGB image of the
composite image scene is shown above.
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Score images as grayscale: t1 , t2 , t3 and t4
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Understanding the PCA model
The PCA model is an unsupervised classifier. Why do the classes
separate?

Does the layout of the score plot make sense?
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Prediction ability with the unsupervised PCA classifier
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Oats vs groats: supervised model
PLS-DA model from pixel data: align the data appropriately
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PLS-DA model
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Predictions on training data

Threshold used to segment the y -space predictions into a binary
image
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Predictions on training data as images
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PLS-DA predictions on new images
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Summary: what was learned

I

Classification is a very general tool

I

We used it here to do pixel-by-pixel classification on NIR data

I

Unsupervised classification was made in the score space using
a mask

I

Supervised classification gives good results: misclassification
mostly due to error in the raw data, not the model!

I

Good proof-of-concept study

Once again, read Emily Nichols’ Masters thesis for more details.
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Classification of osteoarthritis using vibrations

This case study is from François Yacoub’s PhD thesis – used with
his permission.
This is a medical application: classifying patients into classes,
based on various inputs.

You might want to to put your food away for the next few slides.
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Detecting and diagnosing OA
OA is detected by:

1. Surgical procedure with fibre-optic
probe: invasive, combined with
surgery to repair tissue
2. X-ray and MRI imaging
3. “auscultation”: sounds and
vibrations from the joint
Used under the CC-BY-SA-3 license
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Microphone vs accelerometer

A microphone depends on the movement of the air to relay the
sounds, which are then recorded. It will recorded ambient noise as
well.
An accelerometer is used to measure vibrations with the object it is
in contact with. It does not depend on the movement of air.
Accelerometers are bought based on the frequency range. Was
purchased to ensure it will capture human joint frequencies.
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Use of accelerometers/vibration sensors

These cheap sensors are now widely deployed in companies. Read
more in these 2 publications:
I

Acoustic chemometrics - from noise to information, Esbensen
et al.

I

PCA of spectra, with application to acoustic emissions from
mechanical equipment

The Wikipedia article is also good for background.
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A joint in the body

Used under the CC-BY-SA-3 license
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Osteophytes

Used under the CC-2 license
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Data acquisition: sensor locations
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Example of data acquired
Time domain data:
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Wavelet decomposition

©
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Wavelet feature PCA: unsupervised classification
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Supervised classification using SVM
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Supervised classification using SVM
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Supervised classification using SVM
Scores from PCA used as the inputs
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Supervised classification using SVM
Scores from PCA used as the inputs
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Summary of knee case study
I

Data acquisition was relevant to the problem

I

Frequency features are extracted because they relate to what
OA is (deteriorated cartilage surface)

I

Unsupervised classification showed the different class

I

Supervised classification emphasizes class separation
Used a nonlinear separation plane: SVM

I

I
I

I
I
I

SVM cannot handle missing values
SVM also suffers when there are too many, noisy and useless
features
So provide SVM with the latent variable scores as inputs
It’s a 2 step model: PCA, followed by SVM
Similar idea to PCR (PCA, followed by least squares)

Thanks to François Yacoub for permission to use this example
from his PhD thesis.
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Major LV software packages available

In alphabetical order by name of company:
I

Camo: Unscrambler

I

Eigenvector: PLS Toolbox

I

Infometrix: Pirouette

I

ProSensus: ProSensus MultiVariate

I

Umetrics: Simca-P

These are companies that sell packages specifically for latent
variable modelling.
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Features you should look for
Obviously all these packages are numerically accurate. So beyond
that, you should look for:
1. The variety of data import formats that can be used
I
I

CSV, XLS, MAT, database connections, real-time data input?
Spectral instruments

2. Documentation that unambiguously describes the methods
used, and what the software is doing
I

I

e.g. cross-validation, contribution calculations, model limits,
jackknifed confidence intervals
how does it handle missing values?

3. Good, clear visualization plots
I
I
I
I

Brushing?
Can you recolour plots?
Add annotations, save plots?
Zooming, scrolling along a time-series

4. Ease with which models can be quickly rebuilt
I
I

Exclude observations and variables, then rebuild
You spend most your time iteratively building models
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Specialized features you are unlikely to find
Some software packages are starting to include these as paid
add-ons:
I

handling multiblock models

I

handling batch data, and alignment for them

I

handling image data

I

adaptive models and tuning the adaptive parameters

I

assisting with validation of testing data

I

modelling specifically for classification

I

hierarchical models (cascaded models)

I

model inversion and optimization, with constraints and
arbitrary objective functions

I

the model life-cycle: tracking data origin, who built model
(multiple iterations), updating model, exporting it
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Other software packages you might see

I

MATLAB: “home-made” toolboxes

I

R (many libraries, but try pls)

Other corporate statistics packages2 have PCA and sometimes PLS
functions. But these are crude at-best: don’t have contributions,
can’t handle missing values, etc

2

e.g. Minitab, SAS, SPSS
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